Real-time simulation of a new design of a smart and fast electric vehicle charger
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Abstract. Due to the growing global adoption of electric vehicles (EVs), there is a pressing demand for the development of charging infrastructure that offers enhanced performance while reducing the charging time of EVs. Combining innovative fast and smart charging technologies can result in cost-efficient charging solutions, optimized energy exploitation, and reduced charging time for EVs. This paper proposes a new design of a smart and fast charger for EV batteries. The charger is made of a PFC-based Vienna Rectifier (VR) and an isolated Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converter. The proposed charger enables intelligent data flow between the battery and the charger thanks to the Controller Area Network (CAN) communication employed by the CHAdeMO charging protocol. To validate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed charger, the results of real-time simulations performed on RT-LAB platform, from OPAL-RT are presented and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Over 30% of the atmospheric particle emissions worldwide are caused by transportation [1]. Climate change affects the environment and biodiversity of this planet due to the enormous rise in pollution from fossil fuels. Consequently, governments and organizations worldwide have implemented severe emission standards for both new and used vehicles to mitigate automobile exhaust emissions [2]. Since it is impossible to completely eliminate emissions from fossil fuel-powered vehicles, automakers are attempting to electrify transportation. Therefore, automakers are increasingly focusing on electrifying transportation. Distinguished EV manufacturers like Toyota, Tesla, Nissan Leaf, and Ford are heavily investing in the development of EV charging systems to sustain their growth in the coming years [3]. This shift has motivated the evolution of innovative EV technologies since the 2010s [4, 5] and research works in fast and ultrafast charging systems and technologies have emerged, thanks to advancements in battery technology, power electronics, and control systems [6].

In the domain of EV charger design, power converters are critical operational and control units [7–9]. Hence, when designing EV chargers, it is crucial to consider optimal structural design, safety measures, high efficiency, and fast charging capabilities [3, 10, 11] depending on the application and battery specifications [12, 13].

The first power stage of a charger involves the AC/DC converter, directly linked to the public grid. This stage enhances power quality at the AC inputs, reduces Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), and mitigates Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) noise. Consequently, a range of designs employing various AC/DC converter configurations and control strategies have been proposed [14–16]. For instance, [17] introduced a three-phase buck-type rectifier that offers high efficiency, power density, and low THD. In contrast [18] presented a three-phase boost-type rectifier with Power Factor Correction (PFC) control. Despite their advantages, the THD of boost and buck-type rectifiers remains relatively high compared to alternatives like the Vienna Rectifier (VR) [19]. Sweety et al. [20] introduced a VR based on PFC control for EV charging stations, a topology favored for high-power applications due to its high-power density, simple control, high efficiency, very low THD, fewer switches, and unity power factor [21–23].
Therefore, it is widely employed in various applications that require high-quality DC power supply, such as battery chargers [24]. Multistage converters are also widely adopted in charger designs due to their efficiency and power density under high-power conditions [25, 26].

DC/DC converters, representing the second power stage in charger designs, are directly tied to the vehicle’s battery. EV battery charging systems have utilized several non-isolated and isolated DC/DC converters [16]. Deng et al. [27], for example, proposed an LLC resonant DC/DC converter known for high power density, efficiency, and low EMI noise, though its design and analysis are intricate. Meanwhile, Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converters have become increasingly popular in EV battery chargers [28–30] due to their notable advantages.

The DAB topology consists of two full-bridge DC/AC converters, a high-frequency isolation transformer with a leakage inductor that accounts for any external energy transfer inductance and encompasses the transformer’s leakage properties. Notably, the DAB converter offers high-frequency isolation, enabling effective power transfer with minimal magnetic size and weight. It supports bidirectional power flow and efficiently regulates and transforms voltage levels, which is crucial for aligning the grid voltage with EV battery charging requirements [31]. Furthermore, the DAB converter’s topology can reduce electromagnetic interference, assisting compliance with regulatory electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) standards.

Moreover, DAB converters exhibit high efficiency, contributing to the overall energy efficiency of the charging system. They also boast higher power density compared to traditional converters, making them suitable for compact, high-power applications like fast chargers [32]. Ongoing research in DAB technology focuses on advancements such as sophisticated control algorithms, fault-tolerant features, and improved thermal management, aiming to optimize the performance and reliability of DAB-based EV fast chargers.

In brief, the adoption of DAB technology in EV battery fast chargers is driven by its capacity to provide high-frequency isolation, bidirectional power flow, efficiency, and flexibility. As the demand for swift and efficient charging solutions rises, DAB converters are prepared to play a significant role in shaping the future of EV charging infrastructure. Their application extends to various applications, thanks to advancements in semiconductor technology using SiC and GaN-based devices [23, 33]. This topology operates at a fixed switching frequency and employs small passive components, controlled via zero-voltage switching (ZVS) to obtain sinusoidal waveforms in the DAB’s DC-DC stage by adjusting the phase shift between primary and secondary voltages.

In summary, creating an optimal EV battery charger structure necessitates selecting suitable power converter topologies and control strategies that align with specific applications and battery characteristics. Numerous factors and constraints must be carefully considered during the design process, covering weight, cost, size, power losses, isolation, voltage and current requirements, battery specifications, and charger efficiency. For instance, an increased number of power switches in a converter can increase overall cost, size, and complexity. Conversely, reducing power switches may require additional components like EMI filters, power factor correction (PFC) controllers, and snubbers, which can also raise costs and size. Alternatively, size reduction can be achieved by increasing the operating frequency, but this may introduce electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues [9].

Given the ongoing research and available literature, this paper proposes a fast and smart charger for a Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) EV battery. Li-Ion batteries are widely recognized for their high power density and energy storage technology known for their higher energy density compared to conventional lead-acid or nickel-cadmium batteries, resulting in a more compact form factor. Additionally, Li-Ion batteries are chosen for their safety advantages, making them a preferred choice for EVs [34].

The design and sizing of the proposed battery charger were conducted using MATLAB/Simulink®. It consists of a VR controlled by a hysteresis regulator on the AC side and a DAB and a Buck converter controlled by a Constant Current Constant Voltage (CCCV) algorithm on the battery side.

Regarding charging speed, we employ a Mode 4 charging approach, offering DC charging capabilities exceeding 150 kW, suitable for public and commercial applications [35]. Specifically, we adopt the CHAdeMO charging protocol with a Power Class 1.0 rating, delivering a maximum output power of 62.5 kW (at 500V and 125A) [36]. CHAdeMO is a well-established charging system known for its advanced and mature technology, originating in Japan. When charging at 50 kW, it can charge a battery to 80% capacity in just 30 min [37]. Additionally, the CHAdeMO protocol facilitates intelligent data transfer between the EV battery and the charging point using the Controller Area Network (CAN) communication protocol, ensuring rapid, safe, secure, and efficient charging operations.

We conducted simulation tests using MATLAB/Simulink® under various charging scenarios. The results demonstrate that our proposed fast charger can fully charge the EV battery in under 30 min while maintaining a pure sinusoidal input current.

Furthermore, we validated the effectiveness and proper operation of our proposed charger through real-time simulation tests using RT-LAB platform, from OPAL-RT. RT-LAB platform is a real-time simulator fully compatible with MATLAB/Simulink®, bringing about a significant transformation and performance enhancement in the world of model-based design [38]. The real-time simulator incorporates essential tools, including the Real-Time Distributed Simulation Package (RT-LAB) and algorithmic toolboxes. RT-LAB executes Simulink® block diagrams on a PC-Cluster, while the algorithmic toolboxes facilitate the design of complex electrical circuits and their controllers.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the design of the proposed fast and smart charger, providing a thorough description of its power stage components and control methods. Section 3 discusses the utilization of CAN communication for intelligent data exchange between the charger and the battery. In Section 4, we showcase and analyze the simulation results obtained through MATLAB.
Finally, Section 5 outlines the implementation of the system on the RT-LAB simulator and presents the real-time simulation results.

2 Proposed charger configuration

The proposed design for a fast and smart charger enables the conversion of a 3-phase symmetrical 400 $V_{rms}$ line-to-line AC grid voltage into the required DC battery voltage. To ensure quick, reliable, secure, and efficient charging [39], the sizing of the charging system must meet several fundamental criteria, taking into account factors like battery capacity, charging duration, and the desired charging rate. It is worth mentioning that this study does not incorporate considerations for power losses associated with the switches during the design and sizing of the charging system.

Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed charging system.

2.1. Power stage configuration

The charger’s power stage comprises two components: a grid-side AC/DC converter employing a Vienna Rectifier and a controlled battery charging unit that includes an isolated bidirectional DAB converter and a buck converter. Effective communication between the charger and the EV battery is achieved through the use of the Controller Area Network (CAN) communication protocol as part of the CHAdeMO charging standard.

2.1.1 Vienna rectifier

A three-phase unidirectional VR is employed to transform the AC grid voltage into a regulated DC voltage. The choice and sizing of the VR consider various essential factors, such as achieving unity power factor and maintaining high power quality on the AC side, ensuring controllability of the DC voltage, keeping the structure explicit, and managing costs effectively. The configured three-phase VR topology is depicted in Figure 2.

The VR circuit is composed of three inductors ($L_1$, $L_2$, $L_3$) on the input AC grid side, three power legs for the three phases, and two connected output capacitors ($C_1$ and $C_2$) in series on the DC link. This converter allows power to flow in one direction only. Each power leg comprises four high-voltage-resistant rectifier diodes capable of withstanding voltages as high as 1000 V and two reverse-connected MOSFETs that can operate at very high frequencies, reaching up to a few MHz, and endure high voltages of up to 2 kV [9].

The intended ripple in line current is determined by the values of inductors $L_1$, $L_2$, and $L_3$, and it is computed using the below equation:

$$\Delta_{ip} = \frac{V_{DC} \times 0.5 \times T_s}{4 \times L_{a,b,c}}$$

where $T_s = \frac{1}{f_{sw-VR}}$ is the switching period, $f_{sw-VR}$ is the switching frequency of the VR, and $V_{DC}$ is the DC bus voltage.

Certainly, decreased current ripple values can alleviate strain on the battery, potentially prolonging its lifespan. As indicated by equation (1), augmenting the inductance
values can indeed lead to a reduction in the current ripple. Additionally, reducing the output capacitor size can result in a more compact design with higher power density.

In terms of the control strategy employed for the VR in this study, a hysteresis-based controller was chosen. Hysteresis control is a widely adopted and efficient technique for power electronics converters due to its ability to deliver swift dynamic responses and robust performance.

### 2.1.2 Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converter

The DAB converter configuration is depicted in Figure 3. The converter is made of identical primary and secondary side full bridges, a high-frequency isolation transformer with a turn ratio denoted as $n$, a leakage inductor $L_{lk}$, and two DC bus capacitors, namely, $C_{dc1}$ and $C_{dc2}$.

Each full bridge’s two legs are controlled with complementary square-wave pulses. The DAB converter allows for directed power flow by adjusting the phase of pulses in one bridge relative to the other through phase-shift modulation. The phase shift, denoted as $\phi$, between the primary and secondary voltages’ fundamentals plays a crucial role in this control strategy. This approach effectively manages power transfer between the two DC buses, ensuring that the leading bridge transmits power to the lagging bridge. The application of square waves to the bridges induces a voltage difference across the leakage inductance, thus guiding the flow of stored energy.

### 2.1.3 Buck converter

This is a step-down converter designed to produce an average output voltage $V_{\text{buck}}$ that is lower than its input voltage $V_{\text{in}}$. The buck converter is responsible for directly charging the EV battery and consists of a single switching cell comprising a single MOSFET and a single diode. The circuit of the buck converter is shown in Figure 4.

The buck output voltage is calculated by equation (2).

$$V_{\text{buck}} = V_{\text{in}} \times \frac{T_{\text{ON}}}{T}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$T$ is the switching period of the MOSFET and $T_{\text{ON}}$ is the duration of its ON state.

### 2.2 Control strategy

#### 2.2.1 Hysteresis regulator

To regulate the AC side current, a hysteresis current controller is employed to control the VR. This approach guarantees that the input current waveform remains sinusoidal. Its effectiveness lies in its remarkable dynamic capabilities, enabling rapid responses to sudden shifts in the reference current [40]. Moreover, its design is characterized by its simplicity and robustness, eliminating the need for intricate analysis. However, it is important to note an important drawback of this controller: Its switching frequency is variable and heavily reliant on both the load parameters and the specific system requirements.

The principle of a hysteresis current controller is shown in Figure 5. It is based on the controlled value $(i_{\text{a,b,c}})$, its reference $(i_{\text{a,b,c.,ref}})$, and the predefined upper and lower limits which it must follow. Both limits create the hysteresis band. The error, calculated as the difference between the reference value and the measured one, should fall within the upper and lower limits. The gate signals generated for the VR are then the results of the comparison of this error and the controller’s upper and lower limits.

#### 2.2.2 CCCV charging control

The charging process of a Lithium-ion battery is shown in Figure 6. It is characterized by two main phases: Constant current (CC) and Constant Voltage (CV). In the initial phase, often referred to as the CC phase or bulk mode, the battery undergoes charging with a substantial and unchanging current, commonly known as the bulk current. This phase persists until the battery’s Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) is attained. Subsequently, the charging transitions into the CV phase, also known as the absorption mode. During this phase, a constant voltage equal to the battery’s OCV is maintained across the battery terminals. As a result, the charging current gradually diminishes until it reaches a predetermined level known as the float value. The charging process is considered complete when the
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**Fig. 3.** Bidirectional isolated DAB topology.

**Fig. 4.** Buck converter circuit.

**Fig. 5.** Hysteresis current controller principle.

**Fig. 6.** CCCV charging control.
current drops below this float value threshold, indicating that the battery is fully charged. The CCCV charging algorithm is widely adopted in fast charger designs due to its ability to mitigate thermal stress and prevent overvoltage [9, 41, 42].

Figure 7 illustrates the principle of the CCCV algorithm in a flowchart format.

The CCCV control algorithm relies on two crucial parameters: the \( \text{SOC}_{\text{limit}} \) set at 95% and the \( \text{SOC}_{\text{thresh}} \) at 80%. In this system, the CC mode manages the DAB converter, while the CV mode governs the Buck Converter. The DAB converter takes charge of the phase shift control, and power flow control within the DAB converter is accomplished using a conventional power transfer method. To generate a high-frequency AC square waveform at the primary inductive coil of the transformer, a bipolar switching technique is employed with a duty cycle of 0.5.

3 Smart charger/battery communication

The sequence of the charging process is determined by the chosen protocol and charging method. In this work, the CHAdeMO protocol is employed to facilitate data exchange between the battery and the charger. The CHAdeMO connector enables both analog signal transmission and digital communication via the Controller Area Network (CAN). CAN is a robust vehicle bus standard that enables communication between the microcontroller, which houses the control algorithms, and the EV battery [43]. To depict the optimal interaction between the EV owner and the charging system, a charging sequence diagram, as shown in Figure 8, was created using StarUML software.

Throughout the charging process, two software components, the Charge Control Stack (CCS) and the station web backend, engage in direct interaction. The start of the charging process begins when the EV owner plugs their vehicle in, inserting the connector into the appropriate outlet at the charging station. This action triggers a signal from the connector to the CCS, which in turn commands the connector to lock securely in place. The system confirms successful vehicle connection by securing the connector. Subsequently, the owner selects their preferred charging method and completes any required authentication steps. Once authenticated, CCS marks authorization as “true,” and a confirmation message signals the commencement of charging. Following this confirmation, the EV assesses the current level based on battery performance and prevailing conditions, allowing the battery charging process to begin. The current level is continuously relayed to the charger via the CAN bus every 0.1 s.

Upon reaching a full charge, the EV sends zero current signals via the CAN bus. In response, the charger discontinues power supply to prevent overcharging, and the CCS notifies the web backend system to instruct the outlet to release the connector. The user is alerted to the completion of the charging task through the touchscreen, thanks to a signal transmitted by the web backend. This signal indicates that it is safe to disconnect their vehicle.

4 System configuration and control

Simulation tests conducted using MATLAB/Simulink\textsuperscript® serve to confirm the efficiency of the proposed EV charger.
The battery under consideration is a 66.2 Ah Nissan Leaf model from 2010, featuring a nominal voltage of 360 V. The implemented proposed charger circuit and the adopter control on Simulink are depicted in Figure 9. The generic battery model of Simulink is used to implement this charging system.

4.1 Implemented hysteresis current controller

In this study, we opted to implement a detailed circuitry for the hysteresis comparator to generate the gate signals for the VR instead of utilizing the Simulink hysteresis comparator block, which only requires upper and lower limit configuration. This choice allows us to illustrate the specific steps required to generate the desired gate signals for the VR switches.

The hysteresis comparator circuit consists of comparing a voltage reference equal to 800 V, indicating the desired DC voltage the VR will produce, to the measured value Vienna. The error from this comparison undergoes correction through a PI corrector. The corrected error is then multiplied by the three reference currents measured from a three-phase source with a line-to-line value equal to 1. These references serve as the baseline for our measured currents \(I_{a,b,c}\). After subtracting each reference from the corresponding measurement, the error is compared with the predetermined upper and lower limits, set at 1 and \(-1\), respectively. The compared error values with the upper and lower limits are connected to three Set-Reset Flip Flops. The \(Q\) output generates square signals for each pair of MOSFETs within the Boost PFC blocks of the VR.

4.2 Implemented CCCV control algorithm

As depicted in Figure 7, in CC mode (SOC < SOC\(_{\text{thresh}}\), SOC\(_{\text{thresh}} = 80\%\)), the DAB converter takes charge of phase shift control. To regulate power flow through the DAB converter, a bipolar switching technique is employed with a 50% duty cycle, generating a high-frequency AC square wave at the primary inductive coil. For power transfer, switching pulses from the primary are phase-shifted by an angle \(\frac{\pi}{2}\) and then applied to the secondary side. The phase shift angle can be determined by solving the quadratic equation provided in equation (3).

\[
\frac{d^2}{n^2} - \frac{d}{n} + 2 \times \frac{I_{th}}{n} \times \frac{I_{ref}}{n} = \frac{T_s}{V_{Vienna} \times T_s}.
\]  

(3)

Here, \(T_s = \frac{1}{f_s}\) represents the switching period, \(I_{th}\) is the leakage inductance, \(V_{Vienna}\) is the VR output voltage, \(n\) is the turns ratio of the primary to secondary coils, and \(I_{ref}\) is the bulk current. The positive roots of the equation are selected as the solution. Once the phase shift is calculated, it needs to be converted from degrees to seconds through a gain block equal to \(\frac{T_s}{2\pi}\). Subsequently, a variable time delay block is responsible for applying the phase shift to a square waveform ultimately generating the gate signals for the secondary bridge of the DAB. The gate signals for the primary bridge are generated using a straightforward square waveform block.

In CV mode, (SOC < SOC\(_{\text{thresh}}\)) when the transition is made from CC to CV mode, the constant voltage control loop assured by the buck converter is activated. The buck converter is controlled using a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique, and its reference \(\alpha\) is computed within the constant voltage control loop according to equation (4).

\[
\alpha = \frac{V_{\text{Buck}}}{V_{\text{in}}}
\]

(4)
The specific parameters of the proposed charger structure are depicted in Table 1.

The charging control algorithm launches the battery charging process with a bulk current set at 125 A. Subsequently, it switches to a constant voltage of 415 V during the absorption phase.

4.3 Simulation results and discussion

In this study, we simulate four charging scenarios, each starting with varying initial State of Charge (SOC) values. The results obtained for the battery’s SOC, current, and voltage for each scenario are presented in Figure 10.
In Scenario 1 (SOC < 80%), when the battery starts with a 0% charge, it operates in the CC mode. During this phase, the battery’s current remains steady at 125 A, and the voltage gradually rises from 320 V to reach 370 V over 100 s, as depicted in Figure 10. The current exhibits a ripple of approximately 0.5 A. By the conclusion of this phase, the battery SOC reaches 5%.

For Scenario 2 (SOC > 80%), the battery voltage begins at roughly 415 V and undergoes a gradual rise, reaching 417 V. The charging mode transitions from CC to CV mode at approximately 29 s. Meanwhile, the SOC increases from 78.5% to approximately 81% (around 80%).

During this transition, there is a brief temporary drop in voltage before it swiftly returns and stabilizes at the 415 V level. Throughout this 50-second phase, the current experiences a gradual drop, declining to 105 A.

Figure 10 describing Scenario 3 (SOC > 80%) shows that the battery undergoes a charging process, raising its SOC from 88.6% to 89.2% within 30 s. The process begins with an initial voltage of 400 V and quickly stabilizes at the desired 415 V. Throughout this period, the current is consistently maintained at around 50 A, although steadily decreasing over time.

In Scenario 4 (SOC > 95%), the SOC exceeds the predefined SOC_limit. As a result, the current drops to 0 A, and the voltage hovers around 394 V, indicating the completion of the charging process. This phase continues for 5 s.

The simulation results confirm the effectiveness and proper functioning of the proposed fast and smart battery charger, along with the adopted control design. Notably, it demonstrates the charger’s capability to complete the charging process in under 30 min.

To further validate the system’s performance, the outcomes of real-time simulations conducted using the real-time environment of RT-LAB platform, from OPAL-RT are also presented.

5 Digital implementation of the real-time simulation using RT-LAB platform, from OPAL-RT (OP4510)

The OPAL RT (OP4510) simulator is used for the real-time simulation of the proposed system. Indeed, the hardware offers a real-time platform called RT-LAB and eFPGAsim, which integrates multicore CPU along with FPGA chips. It is characterized by the following features:

- Model: (OP4510-1) High-performance in real-time.
- Real-time system: Linux REDHAT.
- FPGA: Kintex-7 FPGA.
- Computer: 8GB RAM, Xeon E3 core CPU, 3.3 GHz.
- Four I/O boards: 16 analog inputs, 16 analog outputs, 32 digital inputs, 32 digital outputs.
- Connectors: DB37 (used for connector synchronization).

In this work, the proposed charger is implemented using a time step of 5 μs. This time step allowed the system, along with its control algorithm, to be executed entirely on the CPU core of the hardware target without experiencing overruns. The real-time simulation environment established in the laboratory is shown in Figure 11.

The host computer is employed to interact with the graphical user interface generated after compiling the Simulink model set up on RT-LAB. Communication between the host computer and the real-time simulator OP4510 is ensured through an Ethernet cable. A scope is utilized for visualizing signals.

To run the developed MATLAB/Simulink® charger model on the OP4510 simulator, it needs to be divided into two subsystems, as depicted in Figure 12. There is a Master subsystem (SM) containing the complete Simulink model and a Console subsystem (SC) that includes all the scopes and displays.

The details of the Master subsystem and the Console subsystem are depicted in Figure 13.

The real-time simulation results are presented in Figure 14, showing the waveforms of the State of Charge (SOC), battery voltage (V_{bat}), and current (I_{bat}).

The simulation starts with an initial SOC of 0% and reaches 95%, which is the SOC_limit. The graph covers approximately 30 min of the charging process. During the CC mode, the SOC remains below 80%, with a constant
current of 125 A and a voltage steadily increasing from 320 V to 370 V. In the second phase, when the SOC reaches 80%, the current remains approximately constant at 125 A, and the voltage stabilizes at around 415 V.

The real-time simulation result does not show the transition from CC to CV mode due to the scope’s time rating being set to 200 s/div to display the entire 30-minute charging period. The charging stops once the battery SOC reaches 95%, with the current decreasing to zero and the voltage stabilizing at 394 V.

Based on the real-time simulation results displayed above, it is obvious that they are in excellent agreement with the simulation outcomes obtained from MATLAB. This assent serves as further confirmation of the successful operation of the proposed battery charger.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

This paper introduces, designs, and simulates a smart and rapid EV battery charger. The charger’s design emphasizes fast, secure, and efficient charging operations. The proposed charger design consists of a VR controlled using a hysteresis regulator and a DAB followed by a buck converter regulated by a Constant Current Constant Voltage algorithm on the battery side.

The use of the CHAdeMO charging protocol in this study facilitates intelligent data exchange between the charger and the battery using the CAN communication protocol.

Simulation tests conducted on MATLAB/Simulink® and validated using the real-time environment of the RT-LAB platform with a fixed step affirm the efficiency and the proper operation of the proposed power and control design, as it ensures high power quality with minimal current ripple and achieves battery charging in under 30 min. Accordingly, the real-time simulator shows promising potential for the design and testing of Electric Vehicle battery models, simultaneously enhancing the overall performance of the developed model.

Following the successful real-time simulation, the next step in this study is to experimentally validate the proposed battery charger structure and control. Figure 15 illustrates the experimental test bench equipment available in our laboratory, which we will utilize for this purpose. We plan to employ Power Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHIL) for the experimental validation.

Specifically, the electrical circuit of the proposed power conversion topology will be implemented in Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) using the Electric Hardware Solver (eHS) of the OP4510 real-time simulator. In this setup, the converter will be implemented in the FPGA board of the
simulator instead of the CPU core. The control will be implemented in the TI F28335 control board from Texas Instruments.

To test the control’s effectiveness and the charger’s adopted power structure, we will connect a battery emulator from Cinergia, as real batteries are not available for testing. The power amplifier from Cinergia will be used to adapt the output power from the simulator to the battery.
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